
UCU Meeting with John Fothergill and Peter Brooks 14/05/15 

Annual Research Quality Monitoring Exercise 

Present: John Fothergill (JF), Peter Brooks (PB), Keith Simpson (KS), Rachel Cohen (RC), Chris Flood 

(CF), Morris Pamplin (MP) (min) 

 

UCU proposed framing the discussion around the reasons for the introduction of ARQM, how the 

proposed review will go forward and the union’s involvement in it, underlining that they believed 

that there are specific areas in which the ARQM will have a bearing on employee’s terms and 

conditions but the union has never been consulted on the procedure.  

JF explained the University’s rationale for ARQM:  

To enable measurement of City’s improvements in research and in particular, whether the 

quality of research was increasing or decreasing. For example, the  strategy for the next REF 

cycle is being drawn up and the University needs to project how many staff’s outputs will be 

submitted and make predictions for the results of the next REF. Additionally, Senate has 

considered how to improve supervision of PhDs and the quality of supervisors’ research is part 

of this. JF drew attention to his recent Senate paper, which included other reasons for 

introducing the ARQM in 2011, for example in promotion and in the consideration of candidates 

for academic appointments.  JF referred to the UCU’s letter to Senate on ARQM and underlined 

that while ARQM results might be a factor they should not be the sole basis for decisions on 

academic promotion or for judgements about academic research quality. JF noted that as he is 

not directly involved in procedures around promotion or applications for sabbaticals he cannot 

comment directly on how these are affected by ARQM. Finally he outlined the intention to 

review the 2014 ARQM processes and procedures once all results had been returned by 

Schools. 

RC acknowledged the need for metrics of some form to aid forward planning but drew attention to 

UCU’s concerns regarding the intentions of ARQM and the accuracy and reliability of its measures.  

If intended as a measure of overall research quality, RC highlighted some members concerns 

that if ARQM is being used in a consequential measure for individuals there are incentives for 

colleagues to systematically provide inaccurate ratings (higher or lower). This may undermine 

the ability of ARQM to achieve its primary goal - achieving an accurate measure of the collective 

state of play. RC suggested that there it may be impossible to achieve accurate measurement if 

that measurement has specific outcomes. JF said that this would be a concern and is something 

that he would consider further. He pointed out that the in the current system, the outputs of 

the School Panel are calibrated by externals which should mitigate the risk. 

RC referred to the REF results which showed that the area most in need of improvement was 

around the research environment, not quality of research. ARQM’s use of a rolling cycle may 

adversely affect this aspect of REF by concentrating academics’ effort on 3* and 4* outputs 

throughout the cycle, whereas many staff use the 6-year fixed REF cycle (which has a specific 

start and end date) to secure publications before looking at other areas of academic practice 

with high impact factors, or organising conferences and other activities that support the 

research environment.  



JF stated that the REF results were good in all areas but that, indeed, the research environment 

most needed improvement. JF cited qualitative responses to the environmental questions in the 

REF which showed provision is improving and suggested that this was therefore about doing 

more of what we now are doing. JF outlined the rationale for a 4-year rolling cycle, as matching 

the 6-year cycle of the REF would be pointless while a shorter cycle, for example 2-year, would 

be too short. An analysis of other universities’ high-profile academics showed that most would 

perform well on the basis of a 4-year cycle. 

If intended (or used) as a measure of individuals’ performance, RC highlighted concerns about 

the accuracy of results at an individual level, given the lack of relevant subject specialists, 

fairness of applying such metrics to decisions about an individual’s work, and the lack of 

transparency of the process. The accuracy of results at an individual level is compromised by 

assessors’ awareness that their decisions will have a bearing on individuals’ futures and this can 

lead to biased grading; additionally, research is not reviewed blind.  

JF noted this was an interesting point which he would consider in the review of ARQM. He 

intends to review this on a School-by-School basis when the exercise is complete.  

CF reported on how results had been presented in SHS, where staff had been informed that an 

ARQM rating of 0 should not imply that the research has no value as there are other forms of 

value besides academic excellence. Will this approach apply across all Schools? 

JF would like to review central processes and share good practice on how to give feedback on 

ARQM results but was not in control of how Schools report data to staff. While ARQM should 

feed in to promotion applications it is not the only measure.  

KS noted the context in which ARQM was introduced: ‘Academic Performance Management’ is one 

the ‘Big Six’ issues routinely addressed by ExCo but staff are not clear on what this entails. There is 

real concern over the possibility of ARQM results being used in individuals’ appraisals.  

CF reported that in SHS staff had already been asked to bring their ARQM scores to their 

appraisal and there are concerns that this will be implemented unequally across the Schools.  

Additionally, there had been no monitoring of equality and diversity. JF acknowledged that 

while monitoring of equality and diversity had been an element of REF this was not done in 

ARQM and that it would be useful to chart improvements in this area.  

KS highlighted concerns over the impact of ARQM on individuals over time: a low rating in one 

year might increase an individual’s teaching load the next year, impeding their chances of 

improving their research; alternatively not being allocated PhD supervisions could affect an 

individual’s career progression.  

RC highlighted the need for an appeals process if ARQM is indeed to have a bearing on individuals’ 

performance management. Transparency is essential. 

PB underlined the importance of accuracy and validity of data used in decisions around 

individuals’ progression, and HR’s commitment to working with managers to ensure processes 

are followed.  

JF accepted the need for either a process to appeal the score itself or (as is the case now) for 

other outputs to be considered in decisions around an individual’s progression. Data from an 

exercise such as ARQM should form no more than the basis for decisions around promotion, 



workload allocation, etc. but these data are not used rigidly or as the sole factor in these 

decisions. 

KS emphasised the UCU’s concern with individual managers’ use of ARQM scores and of other 

metrics such as research funding being used as blocks to progression, in the context of 

developments in Schools e.g. MCSE which has announced the intention to introduce a minimum 

research fund income. RC asked about whether ARQM by itself was being used as a necessary 

condition for particular workload, sabbatical or promotion decisions. 

JF agreed that decisions should not be made rigidly on the basis of such criteria and additionally 

that they should be discipline-specific, as the same criteria could not apply across (for example) 

Engineering, Law or Healthcare. He further reiterated that the ARQM scores are not used in 

isolation, for example they may be used in conjunction with research income, module 

evaluation scores, etc. ARQM should, however, provide a reliable guide across subject areas. He 

noted that the ways results from ARQM are used are distinct from the process itself, and that 

his purview was the review of the actual process. 

RC concluded with a restatement of the UCU’s desire to be included in the review of the process, 

and the need for this process to address monitoring of equality and diversity, an appeals process, 

and drafting of central guidance on how ARQM scores should be used.  


